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How do you write a kindergarten graduation speech

1. Identify some letters of the alphabet. The 12 books in My First BOB Books: Alphabet are a wonderful primer for learning the ABCs in a fun and easy-to-understand way. 2. Grip a pencil, crayon, or marker correctly. Smith recommends the “Pinch and Flip” method: “Lay the pencil flat in front of the child with the lead pointing at the child,” he says.
“Have the child pinch the pencil like they would pinch somebody else and flip the pencil back toward the child with the eraser going over the hand. Then rest it on the middle finger.” 3. Write their first name using upper- and lowercase letters, if possible. Smith says that writing names is good practice for learning letter cases. “Parents should make it
very clear that uppercase letters are for the first letter of a name and lowercase letters are for the rest of the letters in a name,” he says. For practice, the Scholastic Early Learners: Write and Wipe Learn to Write is a convenient tool: After your child traces the letters, wipe the book clean to start again! 4. Learn sounds corresponding to vowels and
consonants. A foundation in phonics begins when you’re tracking words with your finger as you read aloud to your child. For brushing up on phonics, the 10 books in Bob’s Book Set #1: Beginning Readers is a great tool for use before school starts or as a supplement to classroom learning. 5. Recognize some common sight words, like “said” and “do.”
Sight words are high-frequency words — among the most common in the English language — that do not follow the general rules of spelling and syllables, making them difficult for students to decode. Enter the 100 Write-and-Learn Sight Word Practice Pages workbook, which can help kids get a head start on memorizing these words for improved
reading fluency. 6. Be able to recognize names of colors and parts of the body. Kids get a dual lesson with Flash Cards: Colors & Shapes — and a head start in math. 7. Recognize and produce rhyming words. Books that feature rhyming and repetition are a boon for your child’s phonological development — the pairing of sounds with spoken words and,
later, spelling. 8. Repeat full name and birthday. 9. Recite the days of the week and months of the year. 10. Classify objects according to their size, shape, and quantity. Classification skills are the building blocks of important math concepts. With Little Skill Seekers: Sorting & Matching, children practice and hone these skills by sorting, matching, and
grouping objects. 11. Count to 10. There are plenty of counting books that teach the basics, but Scholastic Early Learners: Kindergarten Extra Big Skills Workbook: Math Practice has enough activities — and delightful illustrations — to keep kids learning through to graduation. 12. Listen attentively without interrupting and raise hand to speak. 13.
Follow multi-step directions. Following directions is a comprehension skill, which your child can build at their own pace with the Scholastic Success With Grade 1: Reading Comprehension workbook. Smith offers this simple example for use at home: "Go to the kitchen, get a spoon, and bring it to me." 14. Work together with a friend or in small groups
on a team project. Sharing is caring. Look no further than best-selling animal friends Peppa Pig and Elephant to teach this important lesson. 15. Use scissors, glue, paint, and other art materials with relative ease. Klutz activity kits are a fantastic way to bring learning to life with crafts and experiment with assembling objects. 16. Manage bathroom
needs. 17. Get dressed. Kindergarten is a great time for weaning off assistance in everyday routines that kids can perform themselves. Exhibit A: Zipping up a jacket. 18. Clean up after self. 19. Separate from parents easily. Help soothe nerves with Clifford Goes to Kindergarten, which finds Emily Elizabeth anxious about leaving home as well. 20.
Know how to interact with a book. “It’s really helpful if students know how to hold a book and turn a page,” Smith says. Find more expert-approved kindergarten books, tips, and resources on how to prepare for school at our guide to getting ready for kindergarten. Shop books to get ready for kindergarten below! You can find all books and activities
at The Scholastic Store. Quotes, song lyrics, illustrations, and puns are all popular options for graduation hat decorations. You can construct your own graduation cap out of poster board, construction paper, and hot glue. To make the cap, fold the construction paper in half lengthwise and roll it into a cylinder; add a square-shaped piece of poster
board on top. You can make a tassel using gold yarn and embroidery floss. 1 Gather supplies and decide on a quote. Try adding a favorite quote or song lyric to your hat, particularly one that is relevant to your education. Puns are also a favorite of many grads. You can also design one based on your favorite book, animal, or even around how many
cups of coffee you drank to get your diploma. If you need inspiration, look at what others have done on social media![1] For instance, you could write "earned it!" if you're becoming an registered nurse or add an apple or ABC's if you're going to be a teacher. You could also just paint on one of your favorite characters, flowers, or animals and the year
you graduate. Many hats focus on the adventure that awaits ahead. 2 Sketch out your design on a scrap piece of paper. Cut out a piece of paper the same size as the top of your hat. Decide what you want to go where on the hat, including any characters, images, or lettering. Keep in mind, you want your design to be large enough to be seen from a
distance.[2] Advertisement 3 Color the background with paper or paint. For a simple color change, simply glue on a piece of scrapbook paper with hot glue. A single sheet may be enough to cover it. Otherwise, try acrylic paint. Choose a sponge or bristle brush that's 2 to 3 inches (5.1 to 7.6 cm) wide, and apply paint going in one direction across the
top of the cap. Try blending 2 colors on the brush for a fun mottled effect on the hat.[3] You can find a wide range of scrapbook paper in single sheets at your local craft store. 4 Create your design with paint, stickers, or printed images. If you have the skill, consider painting the images you want on your hat in acrylic paint. Alternatively, use a variety
of stickers, which you can find at your local craft store. Another option is to simply print off images from the internet and glue them on your hat.[4] For more oomph, make your hat 3D. Glue on silk flowers, pompoms, feather, or rhinestones, for instance. 5 Add your lettering freehand or with stencils. If you want to do the lettering freehand, sketch it
lightly in first with a pencil. Then, go over it with paint, a paint marker, or a permanent marker. You can also use stencils or stamp letters to make the lettering more uniform.[5] Alternatively, use stick-on letters. If you have a vinyl cutting machine, you can cut out professional-looking letters to stick on your hat. Advertisement 1 Mark a 24 to 26 in (61
to 66 cm) by 6 in (15 cm) rectangle on poster board. Lay out a piece of poster board on a table and use a ruler to measure along one side from the corner. Mark the length with a pencil and draw a light line with a ruler and pencil at that mark down the paper. From the same corner, measure 6 inches (15 cm) down the other side. Make a mark and
draw a line with the ruler across the paper so it meets the first line you made, forming a rectangle.[6] If you want to make sure the hat will be form-fitting, wrap a piece of string around your head and measure the length with a ruler. Then, add 2 inches (5.1 cm) for overlap. That will be the long side you measure on the poster board. Children's hat
sizes range from 20 inches (51 cm) for preschool kids to 22 inches (56 cm) for teens. Don't forget to add 2 inches (5.1 cm) or so for overlap.[7] You can also use construction paper. 2 Cut out the rectangle you've just drawn. Set the excess aside. You should now have a rectangle that's 6 inches (15 cm) wide and 24 to 26 inches (61 to 66 cm) long. Wrap
the long side around your head (or the person you're making it for) to see if it fits with a little overlap. If it's too long, you can trim a bit off. 3 Fold the long edge up over the ruler by 1 inch (2.5 cm) or so. Lay your ruler along the long edge of the paper, lined up with the side. Flip that edge of the paper up with the ruler so that the paper is overlapping
it just enough to cover the ruler. Fold along that edge and then pull the ruler out.[8] Basically, you need to fold the edge of the paper up 1 inch (2.5 cm) or so along the long side of the paper. You can measure this out and fold it that way if you prefer. 4 Open the fold you made back up to cut slits in the paper every 2 inches (5.1 cm) or so. Hold your
scissors so they're perpendicular to the fold you just made. About 2 inches (5.1 cm) from the end, cut from the edge of the paper toward the fold, stopping at the fold. Move another 2 inches (5.1 cm) down and make another slit. Keep going along the this edge until you reach the end.[9] You should end up with flaps sticking up from the fold every 2
inches (5.1 cm) or so. 5 Make a circle with the long side of the rectangle and glue the short ends together. Take both ends of the strip and bring them together. The flaps you cut in the previous step should be facing the inside of the circle, making a 90-degree angle along the fold; they will overlap a bit. Overlap the strip by 2 inches (5.1 cm) or so.
Apply glue to the paper that goes underneath the edge of the other side and hold the pages together for a few seconds so the glue has a chance to take hold.[10] You can run a glue stick along the edge or use basic white school glue. A hot glue gun would also work, but always be careful when applying hot glue! It can burn your fingers. 6 Cut out a 12
by 12 in (30 by 30 cm) square of black foam core board. Measure out a square that's 12 inches (30 cm) on each side with your ruler and draw light lines with a pencil. Cut down the lines to make a square piece of foam core board.[11] You can find foam core board at most craft stores and big box stores. Alternatively, cover a piece of cardboard with
black paper. If you're having trouble cutting the foam core with scissors, use a craft knife to cut along the lines. Always cut away form you and make sure there's something underneath the board so you don't scratch the surface you're cutting on. 7 Glue the flaps to the center of the square. Run the ruler diagonally across the square each way to mark
the center point. Flip the circular piece you made earlier so that the tops of the flaps are facing the bottom of the square. Center to get an idea of where it will go, then pull it off. Apply glue to the tops of the flaps and lay the circle down so the flaps glue it to the center of the square.[12] You can use glue sticks or regular school glue. 8 Locate the
center of the square and add a round circle of foam board. Cut out a circle of foam board that's about 0.5 inches (1.3 cm) in diameter. Glue it to the top of the hat in the very center to make the hat's button. If you want to add a tassel, wait to glue this piece on. You can also use a small brad instead, inserting it through the top of the hat.[13]
Advertisement 1 Wrap yarn or embroidery floss around your fingers repeatedly. Spread your fingers apart until the length from the side of your pointer finger to the outer edge of your pinky finger is how long you want your tassel to be, such as 2 to 3 inches (5.1 to 7.6 cm). Wrap the yarn or string around once and hold the end in place. Wrap it again,
going over the first strand to hold it in place. Keep going around and around your fingers until you get the thickness you want for your tassel. You may need to do this 20-40 times.[14] You can add other colors by cutting off one color and wrapping a different color on the next go round. You can also use a form instead, such as a piece of cardboard you
cut to size. 2 Tie a square knot in the middle. Pull the loops off your fingers, drawing them tight as you do. Pull out the other tail of the string, exposing about 2 to 3 inches (5.1 to 7.6 cm). Find the middle and wrap the outside tail around it 3-4 times. Tie it to the other tail using a square knot.[15] To tie a square knot, wrap one end over and under the
other end, then do the same with the other end, pulling them both tight. 3 Snip through the loops on either end. You should now have loops of string tied together in the middle. Cut the ends loose by gathering the loops in your scissors and pulling them tight. Slice through the loops. Do the same on the other ends.[16] This creates the fringe for your
tassel. 4 Cut off about 2 feet (0.61 m) of string to tie around the tassel. Tie this piece of string over the center of your tassel. Find the center of the long string and then make a square knot. Leave the long ends of the string loose for now, as you'll stick them into your hat in a moment.[17] 5 Gather your tassel together with a 12 inches (30 cm) piece of
string. Pull the ends of the loops together so it forms your tassel. Leaving about 2 inches (5.1 cm) of the tail out, wrap the string around the tassel about 0.5 inches (1.3 cm) from the top. Keep wrapping until you have 2 inches (5.1 cm) left. Tie it to the other tail with a square knot.[18] Tuck the ends of the knot under the wrap. 6 Trim the edges of the
tassel to make them even. Smooth out the tassel with your fingers. The ends will be all different lengths. Use your fingers to hold the ends together and then cut across them to smooth out the edge.[19] Run your fingers through the tassel to make sure you got all the longer pieces. 7 Attach the tassel to the hat by making a hole through the top. Find
the center of the hat on top and poke a hole through it with a needle or toothpick. Push the string through the hole, using a needle if you have trouble threading it through the hole. Adjust the tassel to the length you want by pulling on the string inside the hat. Then, make an overhand knot on the inside at that point.[20] At this point, you can glue
your foam core board button on top of the string and the hole to hold it in place. Hot glue will work best, but you can also use school glue. To create an overhand knot, make a loop with both strings together as one string, then pull the end through the loop on the other side. Advertisement Add New Question Question How long should a tassel hang
from the cap? Roughly 5-8 inches should be good for a regular cap. Ask a Question Advertisement Ruler Pencil Scissors Poster board or construction paper Foam core board Glue or glue sticks String Scissors Glue Needle or toothpick Ruler Scrapbook paper Paint Stickers or printed images Pompoms, flowers, feathers, or rhinestones, optional Sticker
or vinyl lettering, optional Thanks! Advertisement This article was co-authored by wikiHow Staff. Our trained team of editors and researchers validate articles for accuracy and comprehensiveness. wikiHow's Content Management Team carefully monitors the work from our editorial staff to ensure that each article is backed by trusted research and
meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 165,101 times. Co-authors: 21 Updated: March 29, 2022 Views: 165,101 Categories: Hatmaking (Millinery) Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 165,101 times.
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